
Explanation of how to use a Functional Behaviour 
Assessment & Positive Behaviour Support Plan

Functional Behaviour Assessments and Positive Behaviour Support Plans 

When a student is demonstrating severe behaviour that has not responded to universal (classroom 

based) or targeted interventions, it is appropriate to complete a Functional Behaviour Assessment, in 

order to develop a Positive Behaviour Support Plan. At times, students have learned that maladaptive 

behaviour is more efficient and effective at getting their needs/wants met than appropriate 

communication or actions. 

The purpose of Functional Behaviour Assessement is to begin to understand the underlying 

communication and issues behind behaviour, in order to develop a behaviour plan that better adapts 

the environment and that teaches the student more appropriate ways to get their needs met. This 

process would be led by a Support Teacher or Behaviour Consultant who has some training in this 

area. 

What is Functional Behavioural Assessment? 

A Functional Behaviour Assessement determines the underlying reasons behind maladaptive 

behaviour, by identifying: setting events, antecedents/predictors, problem behavior and 

consequences/maintaining function. 

1. Setting events, or environmental factors that may impact the student’s
behavior. Setting events include things such as:

o Medication effects

o Attention issues

o Sleep or hunger issues

o Illness

o Fine or gross motor deficits

o Regulation and/or sensory issues (i.e. overheating)

o Family issues (i.e. arguments before school, family breakup)

o Communication issues (i.e. poor receptive or expressive language)

o Learning issues and/or a history of poor performance

o Social issues (i.e. limited social network, social skill deficits)

o Need for predictability

o Learning style



2. Antecedents or Predictors for behaviour. Antecedents are those

events or circumstances that immediately precede challenging

behaviour. Antecedents include such things as:

o Unstructured social time (i.e. recess)

o Task demands (i.e. writing task)

o Group work

o Lack of attention from teacher or peers

o Noisy, crowded situations

o Being told “no”

o Being asked to leave preferred task for un-preferred

o Student perceives someone is upset with them

o Student perceives that a task is difficult

o Student does not understand what is expected of them.

o Sitting for too long

3. Problem Behaviour – The Functional Behaviour Assessment will identify

specific behaviours that a  student will demonstrate in specific

circumstances.  The described behaviour should be  observable, (i.e.

describe what actually happens and what it looks like) and measureable

(be able to count individual instances of specific behaviours). Some

examples of specific  observable behaviour statements are:

o “When asked to complete written sentences in Language Arts, Johnny will

break his pencil and refuse to start work by crossing his arms and putting

his head on the desk.  This is more likely on days that he has had a poor

night’s sleep and because he has fine motor deficits”, or

o “When out on the playground, Mary will run up to other children, hit them

with one open hand and run away, looking behind her at the children

as she runs”. This is more likely when Mary feels ignored by others.

Avoid unspecific, un-measureable descriptions, such as rude, non- 

compliant, depressed,  aggressive or hyperactive, for example.  Instead, 

describe clearly what the behaviour would  look like if viewed  

on a video camera. 



4. Consequences/Maintaining Function – describes what the student

may be getting out of the behavior, and/or what happens after a

behavior. Typically, the student gains or escapes/delays attention,

work, confusion, difficulty, as task, sensory stimulation or gets a

tangible (i.e. a candy or a desired activity).

Some examples of how this can be phrased are, “when the behaviour 
happens: 

o The student is sent out of the room

o The student delays starting the task

o Someone comes over and helps the student or does the work with the
student

o Someone comes and repeats the instructions

o An adult intervenes in a social interaction

o The student is spoken to by a teacher or other adult

o The student is sent to the office

o The peers in the class laugh

o The peers get angry and chase the student

o The teacher ignores the student

o The student is allowed extra time on the computer

Summary Statement 

The purpose of a Functional Behaviour Assessment is to end up with a summary statement, 

where the behaviour and circumstances can be charted.  A summary statement can be charted 

as such: 

Setting Events Antecedents Behaviour Maintaining Consequence/ 

Function of Behaviour 

 Example: 

Tired 
Hungry 

Poor math 
skills 

Math sheet 
with more 

than 5 rows 
of questions 

Refusal to 
work, which 
escalates to 
aggression if 
confronted 

Aide comes 
over and 

helps 
(Escape 
difficulty) 



Developing a Behaviour Plan 

When the behaviour and circumstances are charted into a summary statement, this information is 

used to develop a Positive Behaviour Support Plan. The summary statement is expanded into a 

Competing Path Diagram that includes desired and replacement behaviours. 

1. Competing Path Diagram Desired 

Behaviour 

What would 

you like the 

student to do? 

i.e. do the math 

Consequence for 

Desired Behaviour 

What would happen 

if they did the 

desired behaviour? 

i.e. praise, extra 

Setting Events 

Tired 

Hungy 

Poor Math Skills 

Antecedents 

Math sheet with 

more than 5 rows 

of questions 

Problem 

Behaviour 

Refusal to 

work, which 

escalates to 

aggression  

Maintaining 
Consequence/ 

Function of behaviour 

Aide comes over and 

helps 

(Escape difficulty) 

Replacement Behaviour 

What appropriate behaviour 
could the student do to get what 
they need/want? 

i.e. Put up hand and ask for help 




